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Abstract
Zero modes arising from a planar Majorana equation in the presence of N vortices
require an N -dimensional state-space, where N = 2N/2 for N even and N = 2(N+1)/2
for N odd. The mode operators form a restricted N -dimensional Clifford algebra.
1 Introduction
Majorana fermions are of central interest for recent research on particle physics, cosmology,
condensed matter physics.
In Nature there are examples of charge neutral bosons that are their own anti-particles,
while there are no such known examples of charge neutral fermions. Majorana modified the
Dirac equation, speculating that the neutrino might be its own anti-particle and could be
described by the Majorana equation. Discovery of neutrino oscillations makes Majorana’s
idea compelling, since massive neutrinos, with individual lepton number non-conservation,
are naturally described by Majorana’s equation.
Majorana fermions also occur as hypothetical particles in supersymmetric theories and
in models for dark matter.
Recent development in condensed matter physics predicts occurrence of Majorana
fermions in exotic superconductors. We consider a system in which a topological insu-
lator is in contact with a s-wave superconductor. Due to the proximity effect, Cooper pairs
tunnel across the surface and interface excitations are described by the Majorana equation
(except that the geometry is planar and a chemical potential is present) [1].
When a Majorana equation for a chargeless fermion field governs such a topologi-
cal superconductor, there may arise zero-energy eigenmodes on a topologically non-trivial
background configuration. In a planar geometry, an N -vortex background leads to N zero
modes [2]. Due to the fact that these Majorana zero modes are topologically protected and
satisfy non-Abelian statistics, they play an important role in recent research on topological
quantum computing [3].
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The question arises what is the dimensionality and detailed structure of the state space
that accommodates these zero modes. Analysis of the system leads to a result for even N
[3]. The number of states N is
N = 2N/2 (N even). (1.1)
The situation for odd N is mostly ignored, because in the condensed matter community
attention is focussed on pairs of Majorana modes, with each pair acting as a conventional
Dirac fermion. Nevertheless, it should be possible to understand the structure for arbitrary
N , both even and odd, and to give a mathematically unified description. This is what we
provide here, thereby extending our previous N = 1 analysis, which we now summarize [4].
2 N = 1
A Majorana fermion field Ψ, moving on a plane in the presence of a single vortex, possesses
the mode expansion
Ψ =
∑
E>0
(aE e
−iEt uE + a
†
E e
iEt C u∗E) + a uE=0 (2.1)
The uE are the E 6= 0 mode functions governed by the creation/annihilation operators
a†E/aE , while uE=0 and a = a
† serve the same purpose for the zero mode. C is the
conjugation matrix and Ψ satisfies the Majorana condition CΨ† = Ψ.
The anti-commutation relations obeyed by Ψ require that the zero mode operator a
satisfies
{a, a†} = 1. (2.2a)
But a is also Hermitian, therefore,
a2 = 1/2 . (2.2b)
Apart from a factor 1√
2
, a is unitary, and its action is effectively norm preserving. The
state space of a can take two different forms (i) and (ii), as is explained in [4].
(i) It may be that a is diagonal on two states |0±〉.
a |0±〉 = ± 1√
2
|0±〉 (2.3)
There are two ground states. Two towers of excited states are constructed with
repeated applications of a†E . No operator connects the two. Fermion parity is broken
because a is a fermionic operator; therefore, the two sides of (2.3) have opposite
fermion parity. Like in spontaneous symmetry breaking, a vacuum |0+〉 or |0−〉
must be chosen and no tunneling connects to the other ground state. Evidently we
have two 1-dimensional realizations.
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(ii) Alternatively we can have one 2-dimensional realization: the vacuum is doubly de-
generate |1〉 , |2〉 and a connects the two vacua, one bosonic the other fermionic.
a |1〉 = 1√
2
|2〉
a |2〉 = 1√
2
|1〉 (2.4)
Fermion parity is preserved, and mixing between |1〉 and |2〉 is not allowed. Repeated
action of a†E creates two towers of states, connected by a.
Ref [4] provides an argument in favor of the second, fermion parity preserving realiza-
tion. The argument begins by considering a background of a widely separated vortex/anti-
vortex pair. There are no zero-modes; rather there are two modes u±ε, one with (small)
positive energy ε, another with negative energy −ε. There is no ambiguity: the positive
energy mode enters with an annihilation operator, aε uε the negative energy mode with a
creation operator, a†ε u−ε. The two low lying states are the vacuum |Ω〉 , aε |Ω〉 = 0 and the
filled state |ε〉 = a†ε |Ω〉. As the distance between the vortex/anti-vortex ranges to infinity,
ε→ 0 and the mode functions u±ε collapse into one, leaving
(
aε + a
†
ε
)
u0 = au0 .
ε=0
(2.5)
The two low lying states survive as our previously defined |1〉 and |2〉 : |Ω〉 −−−→ε→0 |1〉 , |ε〉 −−−→ε→0 |2〉,
with a connecting them.
This reproduces the two-dimensional, fermion parity preserving realization. An explicit
representation is provided by a Pauli matrix.
a =
σ1√
2
, |1〉 =
(
1
0
)
, |2〉 =
(
0
1
)
(2.6)
We adopt this representation and extend it to higher N .
(An explicit realization of the two, 1-dimensional, fermion parity violating representa-
tion is obtained by setting a = σ3√
2
, |0+〉 = (10), |0−〉 = (01).)
3 N = 2
With two vortices, we have two zero modes with Hermitian mode operators a and b,
satisfying
a2 = 1/2, b2 = 1/2, ab+ ba = 0 . (3.1)
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A two-dimensional realization is again possible.
a |1〉 = α√
2
|2〉
a |2〉 = 1
α
√
2
|1〉 (3.2a)
b |1〉 = β√
2
|2〉
a |2〉 = 1
β
√
2
|1〉 (3.2b)
with |α| = |β| = 1. The vanishing anti-commutator of {a, b} requires
α
β
+
β
α
= 0 . (3.3)
This is solved by α = 1, β = i (apart from irrelevant phases). Thus the N = 2 case regains
the general, even-N formula (1.1): N = 2 at N = 2. A concrete realization is given with
|1〉 , |2〉 as in (2.6) and
a =
σ1√
2
, b =
σ2√
2
. (3.4)
Now the explicit realization uses two Pauli matrices, σ1 and σ2, acting on the same space
as in (2.6).
4 N = 3
With three vortices, we first try a two dimensional representation for the three zero-mode
operators: a, b act as in (3.2) and the third c, is assumed to satisfy
c |1〉 = γ√
2
|2〉 ,
c |2〉 = 1√
2γ
|1〉 , (4.1)
|γ| = 1 .
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The anti-commutators between a, b, c lead to the conditions
α
β
+
β
α
= 0
β
γ
+
γ
β
= 0
γ
α
+
α
γ
= 0 (4.2)
But these three conditions are inconsistent; a two dimensional fermion parity preserving
realization is impossible for N = 3.
The same conclusion emerges if one attempts to realize c as σ3√
2
. While this anti-
commutes with a and b, its action on the states |1〉 , |2〉, is diagonal; they are eigenstates
of σ3. Consequently fermion parity is not preserved.
Evidently we must use a four-dimensional representation, which is obtained by iterating
the two-dimensional one. The explicit realization makes use of Dirac matrices.
α =
(
0 iσ
−iσ 0
)
, β =
(
0 I
I 0
)
(4.3)
We identify (a, b, c) with any three matrices chosen from α√
2
, β√
2
and the four four-component
states are
(1, 0, 0, 0)T , (0, 1, 0, 0)T , (0, 0, 1, 0)T , (0, 0, 0, 1)T . (4.4)
. The anti-commutators of the mode operators are satisfied thanks to the algebra of the
Dirac matrices, while their action on the states produces orthogonal states so that fermion
parity holds. (For this reason we do not use the Dirac matrix
(
I 0
0 −I
)
, which also
anti-commutes with the others, but the four states are its eigenstates, which contradicts
fermion parity preservation.)
5 N = 4
The four zero mode operators (a, b, c, d) are now realized by α√
2
and β√
2
, acting on the same
four states as for N = 3. This verifies the general formula (1.1): N = 4 for N = 4.
6 Larger N
The pattern is now clear. For odd N the even-N formula (1.1) is changed to
N = 2N+12 (N odd), (6.1)
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while the mode operators form a Clifford algebra, realized byN×N Dirac matrices for both
odd and even N . Adjacent odd and subsequent even cases have the same dimensionality.
Passing beyond the adjacent odd/even pair into the next odd case requires doubling the
Dirac matrices in an off-diagonal manner. (Diagonal Dirac matrices [in the Cartesian basis
like (4.4)] do not arise in this context, because their action would not produce an orthogonal
state, thus breaking fermion parity.) Eq. (6.1) is in agreement with N = 1, 3 ⇒ N = 2, 4
respectively.
7 Conclusion
Beginning with a single vortex and zero mode, we adopted the two dimensional state space
(2.4) on which fermion parity is conserved. This leads to the familiar even-N state counting
formula (1.1); and implies (6.1) for odd N .
Formula (6.1) may be viewed as describing odd (N) vortices plus one more “at infinity,”
resulting in even number (N+1) vortices, governed now by the even number formula (1.1).
We have used algebraic arguments to count states. With the inclusion of the phantom
vortex at infinity it should be possible to construct a braiding argument for our result.
For the single vortex, we rejected the one-dimensional, fermion parity violating realiza-
tion (2.3). It is an open question whether this alternative realization has a role in physical
theory. We note that within supersymmetry, fermion parity violation is a recognized and
accepted phenomenon [5].
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